
With heavy hearts, we write to tell you that yellow cab lease driver Abdul Saleh hung himself
today, becoming the sixth of our driver brothers to commit suicide in recent months.

Reach out for help. It is there for all of us.

If you are feeling desperate please know that you are not alone. The National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK (8255) or contact the Crisis Text Line by texting TALK to 741-741.

Unite to win change. Together, we have the power. We will not stop until we win the regulations
we need.

DO NOT GIVE UP. WE WILL OVERCOME THIS CRISIS TOGETHER.

Join us for our press conference
This Monday, June 18th
11:00AM
Outside City Hall Gates: Broadway & Murray

Statement from NYTWA ED Bhairavi Desai:

On Eid al-Fitr, a day that Muslim families come together to celebrate the end of the holy month
of Ramadan, Abdul Saleh took his life because he saw no end to the burden of poverty.

Six of our brothers have now committed suicide in recent months, their livelihoods devastated by
a business model that fails to recognize the basic humanity of the workers who keep our city
moving and by a political system that prefers sound bytes to solutions to economic desperation.

Brother Abdul was 59 years old and he should have been planning for retirement and rest after 30
years of serving the public and the city, but instead he was exhausted by the cruelty of ending
each 12-hour workday with less in his pocket than the day before. Many aging drivers no longer
see retirement in sight and can't imagine continuing to work such a grueling job until their last
day on earth.

These suicides from financial desperation come at a time when income inequality is at a record
high and after the CDC acknowledged that economic hardship increased the risk of suicide. This
is more than a mental health issue.

We will not allow the status quo of callousness toward struggling drivers to continue for one
more day. We will not sit idly by as Wall street behemoths and their shills try to derail regulation
or limit it to just one sector of drivers when every driver in every sector - including yellow taxi
lease drivers, yellow taxi owner-drivers, green cab drivers, livery drivers black car drivers, and
app-dispatched drivers - is sinking deeper into profound desperation.

Suicide can't be the only way that desperate poor people find mercy.


